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MISSION
PURRNFT mission is to propel the adult content industry to new heights by using
blockchain technology. In order to achieve this, PURRNFTis positioning itself as the first
subscription service dedicated to creating exclusive adult content on the Binance
Smart Chain (BSC). PURRNFT is a completely decentralized NFT marketplace which
allows adult content creators to monetize their work and increase exposure all while
getting rid of cumbersome intermediaries as well as eliminating friction between
content creators and the platform providers. 
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PURRNFT Is The Most Innovative Adult Content Decentralized Platform. In an age where
adult content is more than easily available (and mostly free to have access to), NFTs can
provide a significant advantage to the industry by simply treating such content as
valuable. At PURRNFT, we believe providing our service brings great opportunity and
innovation to the industry. We strive to provide an experience where creators’ content
gives them the possibility of having full control of their publication choices and
remittance. 
 
PURRNFT's vision is to create a marketplace based on the PURRX Token Ecosystem.
PURRX is a utility token which operates on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), meaning
there are virtually no gas fees and almost instantaneous swaps!

PURRNFT is a project created by content creators for content creators, this means that
the entire community can get involved in the development of the project. Members get
to participate in discussions and submit ideas to improve user experience as well as the
content creator process. PURRNFT's main goal is to tap into the porn industry and
provide a revolutionary adult NFTs marketplace. On the PURRNFT Platform, users will
be able to buy, sell, swap and collect exclusive NFTs made on the BSC. 

VISION



WHAT IS PURRNFT?
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PURRNFT’s values are

Transparency
Control

Respect 
Of all parties are engaged in the business model. This means all creators and
users manage their preferences regarding what they want to do or how they
decide to interact on the platform. Creators are free to create content and
have no obligation or pressure to publish massively or not. No pressure is put
on users to consume using add or distractive incentives. Users are free to
engage with content creators or choose not to. All transactions are public and
can transparently be tracked on the BSC explorer (Binance Smart Chain
Explorer). 

VALUES 



NFTs have gotten a lot of attention in the last year as a new way to purchase, sell, and
invest in digital assets. These odd tiny tokens have unique info that makes them more
valuable than their normal counterparts. They're used for trading everything from
sporting video, memes, music, art, collectibles, and, yes, even pornography!

Adult Entertainment, a driving force for new technology?

Adult entertainment, like VHS and the Internet, streaming platforms, torrents, and
subscription-based websites, is already a major driver of the NFTs movement, which
was previously thought to be a passing fad. However, NFTs will likely stay around and
become the norm suppose adult performers, artists, and sex workers can find ways to
make NFTs a reliable source of income. According to an article in Rolling Stone
Magazine, several adult performers and fandom producers started using NFTs to make
money. They describe the narrative of Cryptonatrix, a woman who sells digital images
of Silicon Valley billionaires such as Elon Musk and Vladimir Tenev (the CEO of
Robinhood) in BDSM-related scenarios in which she dominates the supposedly
powerful man.

THE CONTEXT
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Quick Guide to Adult NFT
Marketplaces
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WHAT ARE NFTS?
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NFTs are a kind of collectible digital asset that has value base on the bid and the ask
price if for sale. The value of all assets varies depending on the market, but a single
unit of one type of money is the same as any other unit. But with collectibles like
artwork, no two pieces are the same, making them totally unique in value. NFTs are
a form of cryptocurrency used to trade unique digital assets like video files. NFTs are
a way of digitizing unique assets, whereas cryptocurrencies are a way of simulating
physical money exchange. As a result, NFTs are a type of data that has been
validated as exclusive. They have their own worth in this sense, which distinguishes
them from traditional cryptocurrencies. A single Bitcoin, for example, has the same
value as any other single Bitcoin, regardless of the current trading market. A single
NFT, on the other hand, is not interchangeable with any other NFT because its value
is dependent on the data stored on it.

NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS
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Since the emergence of the Internet in the nineties, the adult content industry has
inexorably followed the path of consolidation. Today, the majority of most popular
pornographic websites are owned by a very small number of centralized companies.
Obviously, these companies impose their conditions on the players in this market
without taking innovation into the monetization of content creators into consideration.

Some alternative approaches have emerged in the industry of recent, most notably and
in particular OnlyFans, which has made it possible to give back to content creators
some control over their content giving rise to some form of content creator control.

Thanks to this context, alternative approaches have and continue to emerge making it
possible for content creators to get back to the center of the game due to OnlyFans
phenomenal success.

As much as blockchain is currently revolutionizing every industry, we believe the adult
and porn industry has been much forgotten and looked over. Today, we are proud to
announce that thanks to PURRNFT, we can help you to easily bring blockchain to the
adult content and porn industry through a blockchain-based decentralized porn
platform without hassle.

PURRNFT is a non-fungible token marketplace which aims to change the adult content
industry. Porn has for too long been an industry which has suffered from
condemnation and controversy, with some browsers censoring adult content. 

THE ADULT INDUSTRY
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The Adult Content Market
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The NFT market has shown to be an exciting place to make money, with twice as many
buyers as sellers and rapid growth. A fact no more obvious than when the digital artist
'Beeple' sold a collage for $69 million at Christies in March 2021. Several new adult-only
NFT marketplaces have been launched in the first half of this year. The media at the
time were confused and incensed by the fact someone had paid so much for what is
(ostensibly) a glorified jpeg. And, for most of us, the whopping price paid may still seem
a little crazy, but most people agree that NFT content has a value that differs from
standard cryptocurrencies. Anyone who has ever paid for exclusive content on a clip
sales site will know this to be true. And the Adult NFT business is proving to be a
thriving market for delivering personalized and unique clips to an eager audience.

NFTs could provide an alternate solution to the age-old dilemma of adult entertainers,
content providers, and sex workers selling their digital files on existing platforms,
payment processors, and subscription services. Discrimination against sex workers and
the adult sector, in general, is ubiquitous across popular services, and deplatforming is
common. OnlyFans, a prominent content hosting service, issued a new Acceptable Use
Policy in August 2021, thereby limiting the types of images that can be shared, shown,
or published. So, in a digital world where adult content makers' options for trading their
commodities are severely limited, NFTs may be the answer.

THE ADULT INDUSTRY
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The Rise of NFTs in the Adult Industry
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WHAT PROBLEM DO WE SOLVE
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There is the risk for OnlyFans to become as big as the actors it fought and change
the rules of the game once it becomes unavoidable. PURRNFT, being based on
blockchain technology, offers better guarantees because users have the certainty
that the rules of the game will not be modified in the future. In this, PURRNFT also
stands out from other NFT marketplaces dedicated to adult content that are only
very partially decentralized. 

Next, OnlyFans recently threatened to end adult content on its platform under
pressure from its institutional investors and banks, putting content creators in
uncertainty. The use of cryptocurrencies on the PURRNFT marketplace avoids this
type of problem. 

There will be no payment delays once the sale is made, it’s like receiving a
cryptocurrency payment on your wallet! 

This means there will be transparency, and creators will be able to earn more. Most
importantly, on PURRNFT, content creators own the content they produce. This
stems from the fact that PURRNFT will be based on the BSC (Binance Smart Chain)
which is an open ledger. 

PURRNFT is the first subscription service dedicated to the creation of exclusive
content for adults on the blockchain. The platform allows adult content creators to
monetize their works without intermediaries and traditional bank accounts.

Despite of the success, of OnlyFansm the project is not perfect and has several irritants
that PURRNFT promises to solve: 

The                    Killer
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OUR FINTECH
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Blockchain helps bring in advantages to solve issues facing the porn industry. It can
help with anti-censorship, meaning users will easily access content whenever they
want. Blockchain technology solves piracy issues by utilizing its anti-hacking abilities,
giving creators confidence in uploading their content. 

Since blockchain is a decentralized ledger, there will be an immutable code; hence no
information can be tampered with. Blockchain private platforms use decentralized
currencies to ensure all transactions are processed equally. 

Contrary to belief, there is a lot of consolidation of the adult content industry with few
players calling the shots, as a small number of companies own most pornographic
websites. As a result, this has created some sort of monopoly disadvantage for content
creators. This disadvantage has led to the emergence of alternative approaches such
as OnlyFans for adult content creation to remain fair. Although OnlyFans has played the
role well, it is based on a centralized platform and there are chances that it may change
the rules of the game with time. OnlyFans is also under pressure from institutional
investors and banks to end adult content, so there is uncertainty about the future for
this platform... 

PURRNFT provides a better solution since it is based on a decentralized platform, and
thus there are no chances propriety of the minted NFT will be compromised in the
future. Unlike other adult content NFT marketplaces that are partially decentralized,
PURRNFT will be fully decentralized.

Using a Decentralized Blockchain
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PURRNFT will use decentralized currencies Such as PURRX to incentivize users and
content creators to interact independently. Even though there is a lot of free adult
content all over the internet, NFT will increase the value of the content. Through NFT,
owners can own the content and attach value to it.

Using the PURRX token



THE PURRX TOKEN

BSC Mainnet Network informations :

Network Name : 
New RPC URL : 
ChainID : 
Symbol : 
Block Explorer URL : 

WWW.PURRNFT.COM

https://nomics.com/assets/purrx-purrnft
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/purrnft/

TOKEN IDENTITY

PURRX token informations :

Token address : 
Token Symbol : 
Token of Precision : 

BSC Mainnet
https://bsc-dataseed1.binance.org/
56 
BNB
https://bscscan.com

0xd4cadc39c1294a6ce118aa08dced32efadac4a7f
PURRX
18
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Creators will be able to upload their content and publish it with fans
able to pay in crypto, and tip in PURRX Token. 

Direct NFT sales (Creators & Platform) 
It can be a single NFT or a series of NFTs sold on the platform.

Auction and bets (Creators & Platform fees)
It can be a single NFT or a series of NFTs sold on the platform.

Recurring subscription (Creators & Platform fees)
Recurring monthly, 3 months, 6 months and yearly subscripription fees for
content creators. Users can suscribe to exclusive content for a minimum of
one month.

Swapping coins and exchanges (Platform only)
User and content creators will be able to exchange their token directly on
the platform at any time at low fees using the POGOSWAP decentralize
exchange.

White labeling for producers and B2B (Platform only) 
Producers and content creators are going to be able to use PurrNFT
infrastructure to put their own content under their own branding. They are
going to be able to use our liquidity pool and stake digital assets as well.

Kick Back on future sales (Creators & Platform) 
This will generate passive incomes on all future transactions as long as the
market is growing in activity. Once an NFT is bought, it can be republished
for sale by the new owner and the content creator gets a payback if the NFT
is sold again.

REVENUE STRUCTURE

WWW.PURRNFT.COM

Overall Platform Revenue Streams
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REVENUE STRUCTURE
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There are five (5) Revenues Streams for content creators

1.‘’Single’’ NFT or ‘’Series’’ 
    1.1 ''Fixed’’ Price : x$ is the final selling price.
    1.2 ''Buy'' Make an offer price : Price starting is minimum x$ and the final selling price is 
 unknown. 
    

2.‘’Tips’’ Price is discretionary. 
Tipping in PURRX is a way for users to provide additional income for PURRNFT content
creators. This way they can accumulate PURRX tokens or swap them into another crypto
currency if they want to. Live Chat and Private Rooms are also offered to increase users'
experience and add another revenue stream for content creators. Users can engage with
content creators and tip them directly in the chat room using their own wallet. 

3.‘’Kick Back’’ Perpetual on future trades
A kickback for future transactions is programmed forever. Meaning that every time an NFT is
sold or bought on the platform, there is a forever payback of x% to the content creator and
a x% payback for the platform provider. 

4.‘’Recurring Subscription’’
x% of the price sold for membership monthly, 3 months, 6 months or yearly subscription.
Content creators can charge a monthly subscription for exclusive content. This gives
creators an opportunity to generate an additional recurring income stream. Any content
creator will have a monthly payout from memberships they get.
 

5.''Recurring on Staking’’ (Token and NFT Staking)
In proportion of participation in the pool to be determined later in the function of the pool
size. This means content creators and users are going to be able to stake digital assets on
the platform directly from their wallet. Contente creators are going to be able  to ''stake''
their PURRX Tokens and their NFTs on POGOSWAP to increase the value of their own asset
over a certain period of time.

Content Creator Revenue Streams
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November 2021 
Web site v1 conception
Social Media penetration

December 2021 
Marketplace V1 development
Content Creators hookup
Customer acquisition

January 2022
Smart Contract conception
Marketing strategy conception

February to April 2022
Beta version of the marketplace
Content Creator  affiliation

May 2022 
V2 of Beta marketplace
Desing adjustment
Bug testing

August to September 2022
Content creation of NFTs collection 
Promotion of PURRNFTs collection official launch

October to Novembre 2022
PURRNFT Chat Room conception
PURRX tips development
 
December 2022 
Staking on PURRX Tokens for holders and Content Creator
NFTs Staking for content creators and NFTs owners
Chat Room Lunch

January 2023
Metaverse expirience will be another feature on the PURRNFT platform
Users / content creators virtual rooms
Virtual Reality environement such as stripe clubs and private rooms integration
Reputation token conception

WWW.PURRNFT.COM
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WHAT'S NEXT
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We are in track to develop stripe club in the Metaverse. Virtual Reality will be one of the next
products PURRNFT will put on the market. In 2022 more and more businesses will produce
VR platforms for gaming and socializing, but we are positioning PURRNFT in this emerging
market as well. This will increase the quality of the experience for the user and add another
revenue stream to our platform.

Moreover, a reputation token will be added for content creators only. This token is a form of
reward for bestselling content creators. The more they sell and make money, the more
reward they get. These rewards will be used to increase the power of minting more NFTs.

Introducing Metaverse & Virtual Reality
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Those are over the age of 18 along with matching identification that proves their age.
Those that have professional quality material to view in the public domain.
Those that can be spoken to directly without going through a middle man.
Those that neither produce nor have been involved with material where adults are depicted as
children.
Those that are clearly already established in the industry and have a reputation in the market

We aim to be pioneers in placing explicit material on blockchain. This is a challenge but also a
great opportunity to lead the field in this new market to demonstrate how crypto & blockchain can
be used safely and effectively in this context. Our Content Creator Must be compliant in regards of
these rules:
 

Participants that can fulfill the above criteria are going to be accepted as Content Creators. The
development team can make sure they are really identifiable people, experienced people who are
acting of their own free will.
 
At PURRNFT we make sure any illegal content on the platform will not be published. Every creator
will have firm Terms of Services and will be KYC checked to ensure anyone posting is 18 or over
and that the nature of the content is legit. Manually checking each piece of NFT content will
ensure it is fit for publishing.

LEGAL

WWW.PURRNFT.COM

Pionners of blockchain explicit material
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NFTs unique identity means that uploaders cannot publish content that violates any
human rights, such as children, revenge, or non-consensual content, because the
content will be pinned to this identity.

PurrNFT Protects Human Rights

The Token contract address of the project is public and the team will control the
future cost of production of the platform at their own expense. These expenses
cover development costs, exchange listing costs, marketing cost.

We are active and non-anonyme on all our social media.

Devs are coding at the moment and the official version of the platform will be
released in Decembre 2022 or early 2023 on purrnft.com

It’s not the first blockchaiun project we developed and the team are all in business
for many years in fintech and daps. 

 

 

 

No Need to Hide
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THE TEAM
OUR TEAM IS A MULTI-TASK WORKING ORGANISATION. WE WORK REMOTLY WITH A
HIGHT STANDARD OF QUALITY. OUR TEAM SELECT THE BEST MATCHING PEOPLE TO
CREATE A RICH CREATIVE WORKING AMBIENCE VARIETY. WE ARE CONSTANTLY
LOOKING FOR SUPER TALENTED PERSONS TO JUMP ABORD THIS INNOVATIVE
BLOCKCHAIN PROJECT. AND SOCIALS 
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THEY TALK
ABOUT US

TELEGRAM 

TWITTER

YOUTUBE

INSTAGRAM

DISCORD

 
INVESTING.COM

COINGAPE
MEDIUM

COINCODEX
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SOCIAL
MEDIA LINKS

https://t.me/PurrNFT
https://twitter.com/PurrNFT
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmda3Z-z2KVT2wVfmp9FIYw
https://www.instagram.com/purrnft/
https://www.investing.com/news/cryptocurrency-news/the-first-adult-content-blockchainbased-platform-announced-by-purrnft-2683731
https://coingape.com/purrnft-introduces-blockchain-to-the-porn-industry/
https://medium.com/@PurrNFT.com/the-first-adult-content-blockchain-based-platform-announced-by-purrnft-ab771f133aad
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcoincode
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DON'T MISS OUT!

THANK YOU

Feel free to contact us if you need further
information or to schedule a call.

 
 

TokenLabs LLC Software Company
 
 

support@purrnft.com
 


